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19.     A   'WEEPING'   TREE

A   tree   {Ormosia   travancorica   Bedd.)   growing   in   evergreen   jungle
near   this   Estate   has   recently   been   causing   a   good   deal   of   wonder
among  those  who  have  seen  it.

Standing   underneath   the   tree   one   experiences   a   light   but   continu-
ous  drizzle   falling   from   the   branches.   The   tree   is   about   80   feet

tall   and   has   small   pale   green   leaves   of   a   leguminous   type.   These
appear   to   be   just   in   the   process   of   opening.

Local   opinion   credits   the   tree   with   a   demon   or   god   engaged   in
busily   pumping   up   water   from   the   soil   into   the   branches!

Recently   I   took   a   small   party   from   the   Estate   into   the   jungle   to
try   and   find   a   more   logical   explanation   for   the   phenomenon.   The
first   thing   noticeable   was   the   almost   overpowering   noise   from   cicadas
coming   from   the   tree  —  much   louder   than   in   tlie   surrounding   jungle
which   was   fairly   loud   with   insect   life.   The   'rain'   appeared   to   bo
falling   from   almost   all   the   branches   and   descending   to   the   ground
in   the   form   of   a   fine   spray.   At   first   I   wondered   whether   sap   could
be   dripping   from   wounds   in   the   branches   caused   by   the   cicadas   and
sent   a   man   up   the   tree   to   cut   a   branch.   As   the   man   climbed,   great
clouds   of   cicadas   flew   out   of   the   tree   and   both   noise   and   drizzle
subsided !

Was   the   drizzle   in   fact   caused   by   excretions   from   the   cicadas
feeding  on  the   rich   sap  flow  from  the   tree?
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[The   plant   was   very   kindly   identified   by   the   Curator   of   the
Central   National   Herbarium   from   the   leaves   sent   by   Mr.   Hughes.

'Weeping'   is   a   common   phenomenon   and   is   usually   due   to   jassid
infestation.   A.   P.   Benthal   in   the   trees   of   cai.cutta   and   its
neighbourhood   (1946),   p.   225   explains   the   name   of   the   Rain   Tree
Enterolobium   saman   thus:   'The   usual   English   name   of   this   tree
originated  from  the  fact   that   in   some  places   it   is   infested  with  cicadas
which   sometimes   discharge   moisture   in   the   form   of   innumerable   small
drops,   like   rain,   on   passers-by   beneath.'  —  Eds.]
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